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the characters in the novel are depicted as an average malayali family. the story is set in the
backdrop of the post-independence period in kerala in the mid-1960s. the story revolves around a
girl who remains unmarried due to her parents’ wishes. the story chronicles the life of her parents,

especially her mother, and how they handle a turn of events. mathilukal, as the name suggests, is a
story of the walls. the walls are also the physical barriers which separate people. it is the story of the

walls which separate people in the society. the walls are also the imaginary ones which separate
people. they are both physical and imaginary. they are both real and imaginary. they are both walls
and bridges. this novel is the story of a man who was in a loveless marriage. one day, he wakes up
from a dream to find his wife’s corpse in their bedroom. the man suspects that his wife committed
suicide and is in love with someone else. but as time passes, he believes that someone else has

committed the crime and seeks to find the culprit. the novel is about the real and the imaginary. the
reader will come to know through the novel what it is to be in love. it is a story of the real and the
imaginary. the real is the dream. the real is the past. the real is the present. the real is the future.

the real is the present of the present. the real is the past of the past. the real is the memory. the real
is the imagination. the real is the future of the future. the real is the past of the future. the real is the
imagination of the imagination. the real is the past of the imagination. the real is the imagination of
the imagination of the imagination. the real is the imagination of the imagination of the imagination

of the imagination. the real is the imagination of the imagination of the imagination of the
imagination of the imagination of the imagination.
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The novel covers a period of nearly three centuries, from 1550 to about 1850 in Kerala. Pradeepan
Pampirikkunnu writes in the first person, and narrates his own life through the character of Eri. It is a
historically situated Malayalam novel, where the standard protagonists—princes, princesses, brave
warriors, and gurus—are all based on historical figures from Kerala. The novel tells of the attempts

by the Parayas to free themselves from oppression in a feudal society and about the development of
Kerala’s culture and arts through the decline of feudalism. The novel highlights the decadence and

depravity of the gentry during the late 19th century. Download PDF Help us to serve you better. Rate
this PDF [ Total: 27 Average: 4.1 ] {context: malayalam novel - [PDF],description:PDF Preview: PDF

Title : Mathilukal Total Page : 46 Pages Author: Vaikom Muhammad Basheer PDF Size : 563 KB
Language : Malayalam Rights : dcbooks.com PDF Link : Available Facebook WhatsApp Twitter e-

Books Summary Here on this page, we have provided the latest download link for Mathilukal
malayalam novel...,image:{type:ImageObject,url: If you find this PDF violating your rights, and you

want to unpublish it, Please Contact-Us / DMCA. The film is also about life and death: the
regimentation of life and the liberation of death. About how you reconcile yourself even to an
inhospitable habitat like the prison (life) then are suddenly let out to the freedom (death) of

uncertainty. This metaphysical level is perhaps the least apparent. 5ec8ef588b
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